
1. Cooluli Mini Beauty 
Refrigerator £65
Perfect for cooling your crystal roller, serums and 
creams this mini-fridge from Cooluli is an 
ultra-versatile addition to your beauty space. The 
compact, miniature design switches from heating 
tto cooling with a thermoelectric system that adapts 
to your needs. Easy to power with included USB 
adapter and featuring a stylish, matte nish case in 
three colours.

2. Smart LIVALL C20 
Bike Helmet £65
For all those who like to ride a bike on their own, 
the LIthe LIVALL C20 is a must-have new device. Motion 
sensors continuously monitor the position of the 
helmet and detect when strong forces are acting 
on the helmet, such as from a fall. The helmet 
reports this to the LIVALL app, which in turn informs 
an emergency contact via SMS. So that it is always 
active when its owner is, the LIVALL C20 
auautomatically switches on when the helmet is 
moved and deactivates after 5/10/20 or 30 minutes 
of inactivity. The brake and tail light positioned 
high on the head increases the driver's visibility as 
you are perceived much earlier than with a 
conventional tail light.

3. Nurvv Run £249.99
NuNurvv Run is a new sports wearable that measures 
running from the feet to provide data, deeper 
insights and live coaching. This unique device is the 
most effective way to improve your running 
performance and with Nurvv’s unique Running 
Health score it will help you stay injury free. Nurvv 
Run comes in sizes small, medium, large and extra 
lalarge and the water-resistant device has over ve 
hours of battery life.

4. Royole Rowrite 
Digital Notepad £119.99
The RoWrite 2 simultaneously captures your 
handwritten ideas, notes, and drawings on the 
paper digitally. Combining Royole's Flexible+ Sensor 
with the with the RoWrite 2 pressure sensitive pen results in 
accurate capture of every single stroke. Your work 
can also be played back, modied and shared via 
emails or social media. 

5. Kokoon Sleep 
Headphones £349.99
Kokoon’s over ear headphones have active noise 
cancancelling technology to help induce and protect 
as well as smartly monitor your sleep and relaxation. 
Washable, detachable, foldable triple-layer noise 
protection ear pads are made from a durable 
natural bre and have a Flexmould Comfort 
silicone design to t the shape of your head. 
Designed to be worn throughout the night, ear 
cushions allcushions allow airow through to keep you cool 
and comfortable. An easy-to-use linked Bluetooth 
App includes an audio library providing sleep 
techniques and exercises used in Cognitive 
Behaviour Therapy (CBT). 
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